This paper presents a declarative, dependency constraint model for parsing an infLectionaL free word order Language, t|ke
The search process is able to solve also ambiguities and tong-distance dependencies. Parsing is controLLed by a blackboard system. A ~orking parser for Finnish has been implemented based on the modeL.
|RTROOUCT|OB
The development of our computational model for dependency parsing has progressed in three parallel and interrelated phases:
(1) The development of a perspicuous high Level grammar specification Language which grasps well regularities and idiosyncracies of inflectional free word order Languages.
(2) The acquisition of a grammar using that Language as the description media. (3) The development of a parsing strategy and a compiler for the specification Language.
In our first approach the parsing process is described as a sequence of tocat decisions (Netimarkka et at. 1984) . A pair of adjacent structures of an input sentence is connected if there exists a valid binary dependency relation between them.
Binary relations are boolean expressions of the morphological and syntactic restrictions on argument structures. In that first version dependency sructures were modelled procedurally with finite two-way automata (Lehtota et at. 1985) . Grammar descriptions turned out to be complicated to handle, and due to purely Local decisions some gtobat phenomena, such as tong-distance dependencies, were not analyzed.
A new grammar description formalism and computational method was developed: a declarative high Level Language FUMDPL (J~ppinen et at. 1986 ) for a grammar, and an underlying blackboard-based parsing method (Vatkonen and Lehtota, 1986 Our parsing method belongs to the class of constraint systems: a user specifies the constraints holding in the problem domain, and a goat for the computation. The interpreter must search for the goal.
The result follows indirectly from the search process, in our model binary relations specify constraints on argument structures. The goal is to find a matching Local environment description for each word of an input sentence.
As a side effect of the recognition corresponding partial dependency trees are built.
The partial dependency trees ere Linked into a parse tree covering the whole sentence (Figure 1 This ts what we mean by a functional description.
It can be stated formally as mopping
where R' stands for the regent R after that it has bound D.
Function f is defined by the corresponding binary relation.
This function abstraction should be distinguished from grammatical functions, even though in our grammar specification dependency relations also estimate grammatical functions.
Functional schemata
In functional schemata the Local environment of a regent is described by dependency functions. Functional schemata can be seen as partial dependency tree descriptions.
A simplified schema for verb phrases, when a regent is • transitive verb and it is preceeded by s negative auxiliary verb, could be defined aS
This scheme is able to recognize end build, for instance, pertlet dependency trees shown in Figure 2 . In transformational grammar, tong-distance dependencies ere dealt with by assuming that in the deep structure the missing word is in the place it would be in the corresponding simple sentence.
It is then moved or deleted by a transformation. The essential point is that tong-distance dependency is caused by an element which has moved from the Local environment of • regent to the Local environment of another regent.
Hence a moved element must be recognized by the functional schema associated with that Latter regent.
The binding, then, is done Later on by the schema of the former regent.
In the recognition phase the tong-distance dependents are recognized and bound "sway" (captured), so that the current regent can govern its environment. After this capture the possible Long-distance dependent remains waiting for binding by another scheme.
Capturing dependency functions are marked tn the CAPTURE clause:
The dependency function DistentNember is general enough to capture all possible tong-distant dependents. For the actual binding of tong-distance dependents, one must mark in the clause DISTANT the dependents which may be distant:
(DISTANT Object)
BLACKBOARD-BASED CONTROL FOB DEPENDENCY PARSING
BLackboard ts a problem-solving model for expert systems (Hayes-Both et at. 1983 , Nii 1986 ). We have adopted that concept end utilized it for parsing purposes.
Our blackboard model application is rather simple (Figure 3 ).
There are three main components:
• blackboard, m control part end knowledge sources. The blackboard contains the active environment description for a regent. According to the structural knowledge in that environment description corresponding partial parse tree is built in the blackboard. Also all other changes in the state of computation are marked in the blackboard.
Functional schemata and binary dependency relations are independent and separate knowledge sources; no communication happens between them.
Art data flow takes place through the blackboard. Which module of knowledge to appty is determined dynemicalty, one step at • time, resulting in the incremental generation of partial solutions.
In functional schemata s grammar writer has described Local environments for regents by dependency functions.
The schemata are compiled into an internal LXSP-form.
At s time, only one of the schemata is chosen as an active environment description for the current regent.
The activated schema is matched with the environment of the regent by binary relation tests.
The binary relations respond to the changes in the blackboard according to the structural description in the active schema and the properties of the regent and dependent candidates. At the same the partial dependency tree is built by corresponding dependency function applications.
When s schema has been fully matched end the active regent bound to its dependents through function Links, the Local partial dependency parse is complete.
A scheduler for knowledge sources controls the whole system.
It monitors the changes on the blackboard and decides Mhat actions to take next. The scheduler employs • finite two-way automaton for recognition of the dependents. With each constituent c(i) there is associated a set (s(i,1),...,s(i,m) ) of functional schemata.
The general parsing strategy for each word constituent c(t) can be modelled using • transition network.
During parsing there ere five possible computational states for each constituent c(i):
Sl
The initial state.
One of the schemata associated with ctt) is activated.
S2
Left dependent• ere searched for c(i).
$3 c(i) is waiting for the building of the right context.
1) A schema candidate s(iek) associated with c(t) is activated,
i.e. the constituent c(t) take• the rote of a regent.
Following the environment description in s(i,k), dependents for c(i) are searched from its immediate neighbourhood. Go to the step 2 with j • i-1.
2) The search of left dependents. There are two subcases: 2a) There are no left neighbours (j = 0), none is expected for c(i), or c(j) (j < i) exists and is in the •tats $3. Go to the step 3 with j = j+l. The final state.
The schema associated with c(i) has been fully matched and becomes inactive, c(i) is the head of the completed (partial) dependency tree.
At any time, only one schema is active, i.e. only one constituent c(i) may be in the state B2 or S4. Only s completed constituent (one in the •tale S5) is allowed to be bound as s dependent for • regent.
There may be s number of constituents simultaneously in the state S3.
We call these pending constituent• (implemented as a •tack PENDING).
3) Building the right context of the regent. There are two subcases: 3a) There ere no right neighbours (j • n) or none is expected for c(i).
Go to the •tap 5. 
The implementation of the control atrategy
The control system has two levels: the basic level employs a generat two-way automaton and the upper level uses a blackboard system.
There is a ctear correspondence between the grammar description and the control system: the two-way automaton makes local decisions according to the binary relations. These local decisions are controlled by the blackboard system which utilizes the environment descriptions written in the schemata. This two-level control model has certain advantages.
The two-way automaton is computationalty efficient in local decisions. On the other hand, the blackboard system is able to utilize global knowledge of the input sentence.
ChronoLogicat backtracking
To account for ambiguities there are three kinds of backtracking points in the control system. Backtracking may be done in regard to choice of dependency functions, homographic word forms, or associated schemata. Backtracking is chronological. In our system a constituent c(|) may contain several different morphotactic interpretations of a word form. Function backtracking takes place if there are several possible binary relations between a given constituent pair.
The preconditions of the schemata may allow multiple schema candidates for a given constituent. All alternatives are gone through one by one, if necessary, in chronological backtracking. As a result, the system may perform an exhaustive search and produce all possible solutions.
Register for tong-distance dependencies
The recognition of possible fond-distant dependencies is done by the capture function.
An element is bound as a possible "distant member" in the context where the capture function fires.
An element is also moved to the special register for s set of distant elements. The actual binding is done by the distant function from another schema.
In chronological backtracking also distant bindings are undone.
The strategy of local decisions controlled by global knowledge of the input sentence yields a strongly data-driven, taft-to-right and bottom-up parse whereby partial dependency trees are built proceeding from middle to out.
EZANPLES
To v|suatize our discussion, a functional schema IntrllapNegVP is described in Figure 5 . A grammar writer has declared in WHEN-part that R must be a transitive process verb in active tense snd Imperative mood. In its taft context there must be a negative verb in imperative mood and of the textcat form "El" ("NOT"). There is one obligatory dependency retstion HegVerb.
Adverbials may exist multiple times. A grammar writer has written in clauses LEFT and RIGHT the left and right context binary relations of the regent. After the schema has fully matched, the regent is marked VerbP and features PersonH and PersonP of the dependent recognized as HegVerb are marked for the regent. The first word "itS" is identified ms a negative imperative verb with no dependents (schema DummyVP ok).
The imperative verb "eksy" (to get lost) is then tried by the schema IntrlmperNegVP.
The binary relation NegVerb holds between the two verbs, and the corresponding dependency function adjoins them. The othen functions fail.
Dependents are searched next from the right context.
The control proceeds to the word "mets~ss~" (forest).
For that word no dependents are found and the system returns to the unfinished regent "eksy".
The schema IntrlmperNegVP has onty two relations remaining:
Connect and Adverb|at. The word "nets~ss~" is bound as an adverbial.
The schema has been fully matched and the Input sentence is completely parsed. The second example shows how our parser solves the following sentence (adopted from Karttunen, 1986b) which has a tong-distance dependency:
En mini tennisti a|o ruveta petaamaan. not I tennis intend start play I do not intend to start to play tennis.
The object of the subordinated infinitiviat clause ("tennisti") has been raised in the main clause thus creating a gap. The parse tree of the sentence is in Figure 7. aid Predicate In the parsing process the schema NO-VP has matched the environment of the verb "a|o" (intend) and the schema O-LocativeVP of the verb "peLaamaan" (play). The schema NO-VP has captured the word "tennisti" as a DistantNember.
The schema O-LocattveVP has Later on bound it as a removed Object.
COliPARISON
The notion of unification has recently emerged as a common descriptive device in many Linguistic theories Like FUG, PATR-[[ and HPSG (Shieber 1986 There ere, however, some cases where some information must be raised from the dependent to the regent (e.g. from conjuncts to the conjunction), so that the regent could represent the whole constituent.
CONCLUSION
In our system linguistic knowledge and processing mechanisms are separated. Structural information of the functional schemata is interpreted by the blackboard scheduler as control knowledge, according to which dependencies are searched.
The difference between local and global decisions is clearly separated.
Locat decisions controlled by global knowledge of the input sentence has made it possible to find solutions for problems that are difficult to solve in traditional parsing systems. ADP finds all solutions for an ambiguous sentence. Augmented search process covers tong-distance dependencies as well. The functional description is monotonic and allows multiple dimensions of patterning.
There is s process of parsing as s starting point in the grammar specification, so it lacks nondirectionatity.
The weakest point is the order-dependent control mechanism, albeit the grammar description is order-lndependent.
Plans for the general, order-independent control strategy have been done.
ADP has been implemented in FranzLisp.
Experiments w~tn a non-trivial set of Finnish sentence structures has been performed on VAX 11/751 system. An average time for parsing a six word sentence is between 0.5 and 2.0 seconds for the first parse.
At the moment the grammar description contains common sentence structures quite well.
There are 66 binary relations, 188 functional schemata and 1800 lexicon entries. The lexicon of the morphological analyzer contains 35 000 words.
